
W
e all read headlines every day 

that cause concern, and it is 

good to be informed. Here at 

Mammoth Hospital we pay close atten-

tion to the public health trends in our 

planning and response to the COVID-19 

pandemic. I am proud of the work we 

have done in our Hospital Incident Man-

agement Team (HIMT) and the contribu-

tions made by members of our medical 

staff, including Dr. Sarah Sindell who 

served as our Situation Report specialist 

for the first three months of the HIMT. 

M A M M O T H  H O S P I T A L  N E W S L E T T E R  -  J A N U A R Y ,  2 0 2 1

Tom Parker | CEO
Mammoth Hospital

One of the tenets of the HIMT, after focusing all our efforts on preparing for the 

safe delivery of care to COVID-19 positive patients, was to become “A COVID- 

Capable Hospital.” That means that we are able to safely care for patients with 

COVID as well as those with other conditions. In this edition of Heartbeats, you 

will read about the work of the HIMT along with new and growing services we 

provide to our community such as our Specialty Clinic, Women’s Health, Family 

Medicine, Orthopedics, and Behavioral Health.

I am extremely proud of our team here at Mammoth Hospital. Consistently we 

bring together a multitude of disciplines to provide outstanding patient care 

and experiences. Our recent award from Press Ganey is the latest in a long his-

tory of recognition Mammoth Hospital has received for putting patients first.

Part of that stellar patient experience comes from assuring the safety of our 

patients. The protocols we have in place for screening at our facilities, use of 

personal protective equipment, and testing of staff and patients are all directed 

toward the goal of providing a safe environment for our patients and staff. My 

thanks to our patients for their partnership with staff to adhere to the practices 

that are keeping everyone safe.

Mask – Distance – Wash!
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M
arch of 2020 is a month we will likely all look back on and remember for the rest of our lives. It will be one of those, “Where were 

you? What were you doing when COVID-19 took the world by storm?” kinds of memories. For many, it was a time of staying home, 

hunkering down and trying to “flatten the curve”. For others, life got much busier. 

Here at Mammoth Hospital, the leadership team quickly assembled a Hospital Incident Management Team (HIMT) to come up with strate-

gies for managing resources, developing plans and generally tackling the challenges that our small hospital would face in our new COVID-19 

world. There was a lot of work to be done. 

The HIMT was a diverse group which included senior administration, our public relations specialist, our infection prevention nurse, an ER 

doctor, an orthopedic surgeon and myself, a general surgeon. We met in the largest conference room in the hospital, sitting as far away from 

each other as physically possible, wearing masks and with hand sanitizer flowing nonstop. Meetings started at 8 a.m. and often continued 

into the afternoon. When COVID first hit, we met seven days a week. Pandemics, as it turns out, don’t take weekends off. 

My role was to provide a situation report—a concise summary of significant news, scientific advancements and trends in case numbers 

each morning. In a time when it felt like things were changing every minute, this report helped provide some context and kept us all on 

the same page. I would scour medical journals, national and international news outlets, state and national databases and talk with other 

doctors across the country to try to get information that could help us make more informed decisions. I spent hours each day preparing for 

a 5-10 minute update. 

During those meetings, we talked and we planned. We assessed our Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) inventory, strategized about how 

we could make the best use of what we had, and tried to figure out how to get more to keep our staff safe. We discussed best medical prac-

tice and how to implement it at Mammoth Hospital. We found people in our community to sew cloth masks, and head and shoe covers. We 

discussed testing, how to get tests, who to test and when to test. We talked about how to safely operate on COVID-positive patients, and 

what we would do if we had more patients than we could care for with the equipment we had. We made a plan to revise the entire flow of 

the hospital to protect patients and staff. 

COVID changed virtually every aspect of caring for patients both with and without COVID in the span of a few weeks.  

Every member of the HIMT spent many, if not most, of our waking hours working behind the scenes to implement our plans. We walked 

the halls, put up temporary barriers, got feedback from staff on new protocols, found volunteers to head up various subcommittees and 

assigned staff to new positions. There was seemingly no end to the work. And when people were asked to take on more, “yes” was the re-

sounding answer. At all levels of our organization, people stepped up to these challenges with enthusiasm and energy. 

Mammoth Hospital  Incident Management Team - Taken in April for the New York Times

A Day in the Life of the Hospital 
Incident Management Team  
By Sarah Sindell, MD, General Surgeon

(see “COVID” continued page 6)



I
t’s hard to imagine a story more quintessentially Mammoth than that of the Crunk 

family—except for the fact that both Dr. Dennis Crunk and his daughter Caitlin, 

the new Chief Nursing Officer at Mammoth Hospital, don’t ski. 

“I don’t think I’ve ever seen my dad on skis,” laughs Caitlin, who also eschews the 

hobby (though her five-year-old son, Jackson, is already a pro). 

Dr. Dennis Crunk, who has been a fixture at Mammoth Hospital’s Sierra Park Clinic 

since its inception, moved to Mammoth in 1983 not to ski, as most do, but to work 

with Dr. Thom Merry, who ran the Alpine Clinic, located where the North Village is 

now. “I had trained with Dr. Merry in Chicago,” says Dr. Crunk, who grew up in Cal-

ifornia’s Napa Valley. “And he said, come fishing here for a month and see how you 

like it. I never left.” Another classic Mammoth trope: Come for a season, stay for a 

lifetime. “Once I found out what a paradise this was, I couldn’t leave.”

Dr. Crunk met his wife Dianne at a Christmas party at the legendary Whiskey Creek later that same year (Dianne, for the record, 

did move to Mammoth to ski). “She was a nurse at the hospital at the time,” said Dr. Crunk, “and the rest is history.” 

In 1986, Dennis and Diane eloped to Reno, and they’ve been in the Eastern Sierra ever since. “The idea of going back to a city 

wasn’t appealing for them,” says Caitlin. “Raising kids here seemed like a good choice.” Dr. Crunk began working at Mammoth 

Hospital, and Dianne stayed home to raise Caitlin and her brother Josh. The Crunk children grew up, like many of the other 

Mammoth kids their age, with the hospital as a hub of their daily lives.  

“I remember as a kid, sometimes my dad would have to scrub in to assist a surgical case, and I’d go wait in the locker room,” 

recalls Caitlin. “There was a whole group of us kids who grew up around the hospital. I know one of us even has a baby blanket 

with the names of all the nurses and doctors sewn into it. All the families babysat for each other and helped each other out.” 

It might seem that Caitlin, who knows the halls of Mammoth Hospital better than most, was destined to end up where she is 

now—but nursing wasn’t on her radar growing up. “My dad en-

couraged me to go into medicine, but I was stubborn and didn’t 

want to,” says Caitlin, who dabbled in studying both nutrition and 

Spanish after graduating from high school.  

“I did not think either of my children would go into medicine,” 

says Dr. Crunk. “I thought Caitlin would end up in New York City 

working in fashion. I knew she was smart and affable and would 

do well in whatever profession she chose.”

But being a caregiver kept calling to Caitlin, especially after a fam-

ily member’s cancer scare. “I saw how much of a difference a good 

nurse made,” Caitlin said. “I wanted to be kind. I wanted to make 

a difference. It took me a while to set aside my stubbornness and 

say, ‘Ok dad, you were right.’”

She enrolled in nursing school in at Los Angeles Valley College in 

2009 and, immediately after graduation, she landed a job at Mam-

moth Hospital. She never left. 

Quintessentially Mammoth:                   
The Crunk Family
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By Sarah Rea, Administrative Assistant

Mammoth Hospital bids a happy retirement to Dr. Dennis Crunk after 

24 years and welcomes new Chief Nursing Officer, Caitlin Crunk.

Dennis Crunk, MD

Caitlin Crunk, RN, BSN, CNO

see “CRUNK” continued page 7)

A young Dr. Crunk on an adventure with Caitlin in tow.
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New Specialty Clinic is Open! 

T
hanks to the support of many generous donors, we will now be able to 

meet the growing demands of our patients and take a significant step 

toward full spectrum healthcare. Our new Specialty Clinic expansion en-

ables us to increase the availability of existing specialties, create synergy be-

tween specialty services, improve efficiency, and recruit more specialists, in 

turn increasing the accessibility of care in Mono County. This is especially valu-

able because many specialists are based in larger cities, requiring patients to 

take time off work to seek care.  This expansion ensures that more patients 

are receiving the expert knowledge they need in a timely manner without 

the added stress and cost of travel.

Mammoth Hospital’s current specialty services include cardiology, podi-

atry, rheumatology, dermatology, urology, and otolaryngology (ear, nose 

and throat). The Women’s Health department will join the Specialty Clinic 

in January, and our Medication-Assisted Treatment Program for opioid de-

pendent patients will also have a designated space in this building. 

We can’t accomplish our goals and provide quality, accessible care without 

the support and backing of our community. Thank you to everyone who 

helped make the new Specialty Clinic possible!

Mammoth’s Tiniest Patients

M
ammoth Hospital is a 17-bed Critical Access Hospital—we are 

small but mighty, and we are committed to the health of our 

community! Our birth center delivers approximately 80 ba-

bies a year at 8,000 feet in elevation. Though we take care in screen-

ing our expecting mothers and transferring any high-risk patients to 

larger facilities, there are times when even the most carefully planned 

deliveries have complications. We need our providers and staff to be 

able to respond to every situation with confidence. In a low-volume 

facility like ours, we accomplish this through training and mock drills.

Mammoth Hospital provides its clinical staff with Neonatal Resusci-

tation Classes at our birth center so they can maintain current Neonatal Resuscitation Program (NRP) certificates and be able to per-

form newborn resuscitations. We are also excited to announce that Mammoth Hospital will begin offering community birthing and 

breast-feeding support classes in 2021. Please call our Labor & Delivery team at (760) 924-4044 for more information.

Our dedicated newborn care team has requested that we purchase a SimBaby, a simulator designed to help healthcare providers recog-

nize and respond to critically ill pediatric patients. The SimBaby and supporting education will serve as vital additions to our Neonatal 

Resuscitation Program, preparing our providers and staff to care for our tiniest patients. 

By Gardiner 

Miller, 

Foundation 

Coordinator

Learn more & give online at 

w w w . m a m m o t h h o s p i t a l . c o m /g i v i n g - b a c k /s i m b a b y

Mammoth Hospital is pleased to announce the arrival of a new physician in our 
Women’s Health department, Lucienne Bouvier, OB/GYN

D
r. Bouvier received her Medical Degree from Dartmouth Medical School in New Hampshire and completed her 

Internship and Residency at Kaiser Permanente Medical Center in Santa Clara, California. Dr. Bouvier provides 

routine obstetrical and gynecology care as well as gynecologic surgery. She brings over 28 years of experience 

to the Women’s Health team. Dr. Bouvier joins Dr. Laurence Fakinos and Maureen Fakinos, WHNP-BC, providing a 

team of full-time comprehensive OB/GYN care to the women of the Eastern Sierra. She looks forward to meeting her 

new patients and being part of the team at Mammoth Hospital.

Welcome Dr. Lucienne Bouvier!

Mammoth Hospital’s new Specialty Clinic building
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Practice Self Care!

M
any of us have learned 

new skills this year: 

How to bake sourdough 

bread, how to pinch hit as a ho-

meschool teacher, or how to 

make a homemade air purifier 

out of a HEPA filter and fan. 

Many of us have also been learn-

ing new coping skills to keep up 

with the roller coaster of emo-

tions that have defined 2020. 

This year has impacted each of 

us differently. That’s why the 

Mammoth Hospital Behavioral 

Health Team wants to reach out 

to our community, patients, and 

friends to make sure that you know we are here to help and sup-

port you if and when you need someone to lean on.  

While facing the challenges of COVID-19, our Behavioral Health 

team has worked to provide support to Hospital staff and the 

community at large by offering telehealth services in order 

to continue to provide consistent and supportive behavioral 

health support. 

We have expanded services and increased access by growing our team and adding behavioral health providers. We will soon have four 

full-time Behavioral Health Providers—three Psychologists and one Marriage and Family Therapist. We continue to offer Primary Care Be-

havioral Health services in our Family Medicine Clinic six days per week, as well as psychiatry services though consultation. 

We are aware that the stress of the ongoing pandemic, coupled with months of smoke from the California forest fires, sometimes makes 

it hard to imagine life before 2020, but we want to assure our community that we are working hard to meet the needs of those who are 

seeking support during these difficult times, so that long term stress does not become the “new normal.”

We can learn to manage stress on our own through simple techniques that our behavioral health providers can teach you to utilize in your 

daily life. Please reach out to us if you are in need, and don’t forget to take time for self-care!  

Mammoth Hospital Honored with 
Multiple Awards for Patient 

Satisfaction and Patient Safety!

F
or the 5th year in a row, Mammoth Hospital is the proud recipient of the Press Ganey Associates, Inc. Guardian of Excellence 

Award. The Guardian of Excellence Award recognizes top-performing health care organizations that have achieved the 95th 

percentile or above for performance based on patient experience feedback. This year, Mammoth Hospital was recognized 

for both its Emergency Department as well as in-patient services including Labor and Delivery, Med/Surg, and Intensive Care 

Units.  “I am beyond proud of all of my staff for their hard work toward earning this award and for always going above and be-

yond for our patients,” says Lori Baitx, Emergency Department Manager. “This is a reflection of not only our department, but of 

the many ancillary departments that contribute to our success!”

Mammoth Hospital’s Labor and Delivery and Emergency Departments also received the Quest for Zero award for 2020, award-

ed by BETA Healthcare Group. The award recognizes Mammoth Hospital’s success in improving patient safety, reliability and 

reducing risk exposure in both departments.

By Eryn Coffey, 

MA, Licensed 

Marriage and 

Family Therapist

Welcome Dr. Lucienne Bouvier!
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T
he Mammoth Hospital Foundation’s COVID-19 Relief Fund 

helps to ensure that our local hospital can provide timely, 

high-quality care to our patients and community through-

out the pandemic. This fund supports the purchase of medical 

equipment, protective gear, medication and testing supplies re-

lated to managing COVID-19. It also helps cover the expenses of 

COVID-19 patients who are not covered by insurance. 

Thanks to our generous COVID-19 Relief Fund donors, including 

the Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary, we have been able to purchase 

two ventilators, hundreds of pairs of scrubs, thousands of surgi-

cal masks, a gas scavenging unit, dental suction and an air filtra-

tion system for the dental clinic, nebulizers, ZipWall containment 

systems, and COVID-19 express tests. 

I’ve worked in many hospitals, but as a 

surgeon, I have spent most of my pro-

fessional time working directly with pa-

tients—not in meetings. It was eye-open-

ing to see how much work goes on 

behind the scenes to make it possible for 

us to care for patients. I was humbled to 

see how committed our administration is 

to providing high quality medical care, 

despite being removed from the clinical 

setting. The singular focus on the health 

and well-being of our community was 

inspiring. We found creative solutions to 

challenging problems—from new traffic 

flows to planning for food shortages—I 

was truly amazed to see the teamwork, 

collaboration and dedication that every 

single person brought to the table. 

As the weeks passed and our plans so-

lidified, we gradually decreased the fre-

quency of our meetings, first going to 

six days a week, then five, then three. In 

mid-June, the primarily clinical members 

of the group were able to step back from 

the meetings. The hospital was ready to 

become a “COVID-capable” facility. The 

administrative work was transitioned 

back to the administrative team, and that 

work continues each week. 

COVID has changed the world in so many 

ways. I know it changed our little hos-

pital, undoubtedly for the better. I feel 

honored to have worked with such a 

committed, diligent, supportive group of 

people to create a COVID-capable hospi-

tal that I am proud to be a part of. 

(“COVID” continued from page 2)

COVID-19 Relief Fund

But there is still more work to be done!

The Mammoth Hospital Auxiliary presents a big check 
to Mammoth Hospital’s COVID relief in May.

COMING 

2021

ELEVATE

To help equip Mammoth Hospital for the COVID-19 pandemic, 
contact Gardiner Miller at Foundation@mammothhospital.com or (760) 924-4128

Or give online at mammothhospital.org/giving-back/

Balance & Fall Prevention

Birthing & Prenatal

Cancer Support

Diabetes Support

Grief Support

Health Coaching

Joint Replacement Preparation

Mat Pilates

Mindfulness 

Nutrition

Strength & Conditioning

Stress Management

Tai Chi

Yoga

And More!

Elevate, Mammoth Hospital’s community wellness & performance program, 

is committed to elevating the health of our community through education, 

support, & practical skill-building. Learn from our knowledgeable and skilled 

providers and build supportive relationships within our community.

WWW.ELEVATEMAMMOTH.COM
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M
ammoth Hospital and the Mammoth Orthopedic Institute 

are proud to announce our partnership with the Barton 

Lake Tahoe Sports Medicine Fellowship. Orthopaedic fel-

lows are fully trained and licensed orthopaedic surgeons who have 

completed four years of medical school and five years of post-grad-

uate residency training and are now seeking additional training 

within a subspecialty area.  

Mammoth Orthopedic Institute faculty Dr. Timothy Crall and Dr. 

Brian Gilmer were both graduates of fellowship training at the 

Taos Orthopedic Institute in Taos, New Mexico before establish-

ing their practices in Mammoth Lakes. Since that time, they have 

both achieved certifications of advanced qualification in arthros-

copy and sports medicine, making them uniquely suited to train 

the next generation of cutting-edge and highly specialized sports 

medicine surgeons.

Barton Lake Tahoe Sports Medicine has a thirty-year history of 

providing excellent care and education. The current partnership 

is a year-long process of cooperation that will bring each of the 

two Lake Tahoe fellows to Mammoth for a three-month rotation.  

During this time, they will be exposed to the most advanced ar-

throscopic techniques in shoulder and knee reconstruction as well 

as gain experience in ski and snowboard-related trauma surgery.

“It has always been our desire and intention to train fellows here 

in Mammoth, and we are proud and excited for the opportunity to 

add to their educational experience,” said Dr. Crall.

The current 2020 fellows are Dr. Matthew Fournier, MD from Wyo-

ming and Dr. Evan Corning, MD from Texas. They began their clini-

cal rotations in November and will be living in Mammoth through 

the 2020-2021 ski season. Mammoth Hospital will provide the fel-

lows with subsidized housing and educational support.

“Building and maintaining programs like this requires the dedica-

tion of so many people beyond our commitment as their teachers,” 

said Dr. Gilmer, “The fellows will be products of the entire Mam-

moth community, and I fully suspect they will move into their fu-

ture careers with fond memories and high praise of Mammoth.”

New Orthopedic Fellowship Comes 
to Mammoth  By Brian Gilmer, MD, Orthopedics

(“CRUNK” continued from page 3)

Mammoth Hospital typically doesn’t hire new grads, but Caitlin got lucky. 

“The good thing about Mammoth is you get exposure to everything. Mam-

moth has such a broad spectrum of patients. You learn to take care of a 

two-day-old baby and a 110-year-old Alzheimer’s patient on the same shift. 

Anything from orthopedic surgery to trauma to intensive care—you’re lit-

erally doing it all.” She worked her way up to Med/Surg manager while si-

multaneously earning her Bachelor of Science in Nursing (and becoming a 

mom). In May 2020, she took over the Chief Nursing Officer role from retir-

ing CNO Kathleen Alo. She’s currently working toward a Master of Science 

in Nursing.  

“I was never told you can’t do something, you’re not good enough, you’re 

too young,” says Caitlin. “I have always gotten a lot of encouragement.”

Having Dr. Crunk as a dad probably helped influence her work ethic—it’s 

been a running joke at Mammoth Hospital that Dr. Crunk (now 67) was never 

going to retire. “He always told me I could be anything I wanted, but he’d 

always make me work for it,” says Caitlin. “He’d have my brother and me building fences at our property in northern California 

just to burn energy. I built fences for cows that never existed!” 

Dr. Crunk finally retired in December of 2020, having served Mammoth Hospital’s patients since 1996. “I’m excited about re-

tirement,” said Dr. Crunk. “I will miss my patients, who I consider friends, and the staff that I work with,” though he says he is 

looking forward to spending more time with his grandchildren and riding his Harley Davidson motorcycle (he’s been known to 

tool around with CEO Tom Parker and Maureen and Dr. Larry Fakinos from the Women’s Health Clinic). 

Maybe, jokes Caitlin, he’ll even take up skiing.  

Evan Corning, MD

Caitlin’s nursing school graduation

Matthew Fournier, MD
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Jenica recently moved back to the area after spending the last several years in Reno, where she completed PA school at Uni-
versity of Nevada, Reno. The rigorous non-stop 26-month program included training in all the core medical specialties, as 
well as subspecialties such as cardiology, endocrinology, and neurosurgery. Prior to PA school, Jenica lived in the Bishop and 
Mammoth area for three years. The Eastern Sierra is home to her and she is happy to be permanently back and eager to serve 
her community.

Welcome New Providers!
J e n i c a  L a w,  PA - C  |  F a m i l y  M e d i c i n e

Dr. Rachel Canning comes to Mammoth most recently from Fresno, CA where she worked as a Clinical Psychologist at the Sullivan Center for Chil-
dren, an outpatient mental health facility, providing therapy and assessment to children. She completed her doctorate in Clinical Psychology, with 
a specialization in child and adolescent care, at George Washington University in Washington, D.C. She previously lived in Mammoth and is excited 
to return to join the Mammoth community providing behavioral health services to adults and children.

R a c h e l  C a n n i n g ,  P s y D  |  B e h a v i o r a l  H e a l t h

Dr. Michael Bryan has been practicing dermatology for 22 years. From inflammatory skin issues, to skin cancer, to infectious diseases, Dr. Bryan 
relishes the challenges of his profession. He performed his undergraduate studies at Brigham Young University before completing medical school 
at the Uniformed Services University in Bethesda, Maryland. After that, he did his dermatology residency while in the Air Force and was Chief 
of Dermatology for three years in Germany during his time serving abroad.  Dr. Bryan has had a practice in Las Vegas since 2005 and practices in 
Mammoth on a monthly basis to serve his patients in the Eastern Sierra.

M i c h a e l  B r y a n ,  M D  |  D e r m a t o l o g y

Chelsea is an orthopedic physician assistant who specializes in care for the foot and ankle, corns, callusses and nail care.  After completing her 
Masters in Physician Assistant Studies with a U.S. Navy scholarship, she began her Navy career in family medicine. She has served her country for 
over a decade, rising to the rank of Lieutenant Commander where she supported the Marines at a Forward Operating Base in Afghanistan.  Her 
‘hands-on’ surgical combat experience put a sharp edge on her orthopedic and trauma skills. After five years in a busy central Washington total 
joint replacement and trauma practice, she is excited to call Mammoth home. 

C h e l s e a  B r o w n ,  PA - C  |  O r t h o p e d i c s

Dr. Jacqueline Yaris is our newest provider in Family Medicine. A Los Angeles native, Dr. Yaris takes a holistic approach to medicine, getting to know 
patients and connecting on an emotional level to fully understand their health issues. She strongly believes in the importance of exercise, for her-
self and her patients, and spends as much time as she can in the mountains hiking, skiing, and climbing. She is committed to international medical 
work and regularly visits Nepal and Guatemala for medical missions. Dr. Yaris graduated from the University of Southern California and completed 
her residency at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.

J a c q u e l i n e  Ya r i s ,  M D  |  I n t e r n a l  M e d i c i n e

We ’ r e  s o c i a l .  C o m e  v i s i t .
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